As the healthcare market continues to evolve, and as rewarding “value over volume” emerges as a centralized theme in the wake of the PPACA, providers are facing the reality that they will be asked to become more active participants in the risk-bearing equation. With the prospect of significant financial exposure looming, providers will need (or want) a financial “back-stop” – that back-stop is Provider Excess Insurance. Examples of emerging market conditions that will result in the need for a Provider Excess Insurance policy include:

- Traditional capitation contracts with limited risk are now evolving into “global” risk contracts that often link provider payments to both quality and financial metrics.
- Newly formed Medicare Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs) must demonstrate a method to repay CMS in the event of “shared losses.” CMS has recognized that the purchase of a Provider Excess Insurance policy effectively satisfies this requirement.
- Both Medicare ACOs and Commercial ACOs will ultimately replace fee-for-service payments with prospective “capitation like” payments. Introduction of capitation payments will require that providers purchase a Provider Excess Insurance policy to mitigate the adverse impact of unforeseen, catastrophic claims.
- The Bundled Payments for Care Improvement Initiative (BPCI) launched by CMS will place providers at risk for targeted episodes of care such as joint replacement followed by a period of post-operative care. A well-crafted Provider Excess Insurance policy will protect providers in the event the actual cost of care for such defined episodes exceeds the established benchmarks.

In response to these market conditions, IronHealth has developed a Provider Excess Insurance product that is specifically designed to smooth the adverse impact that unforeseen, catastrophic healthcare claims may have on a capitation budget or other form of risk-based contract.
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Ironshore, a Liberty Mutual Company, provides broker-sourced specialty property and casualty insurance coverages for varying risks located throughout the world. The Liberty Mutual group of companies is rated A (Excellent) by A.M. Best and A (Stable) by Standard & Poor’s. For more information, please visit:  www.ironshore.com.

The information contained herein is for general informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any product or service. Any description set forth herein does not include all policy terms, conditions and exclusions. Bound insurance policies, rather than summaries thereof, govern. Not all insurance coverages or products are available in all states or regions and policy terms may vary based on individual state or region requirements. Some policies may be placed with a surplus lines insurer. Surplus lines insurers generally do not participate in state guaranty funds and coverage may only be obtained through duly licensed surplus lines brokers.
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